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01.
MESSAGE FROM
THE CHAIRMAN
We are pleased to publish a new issue of the
Normetal Group’s magazine and introduce you
to our new image.
With 2020 having concluded, a year in which
we’ve strengthened the team and improved the
turnover and results with respect to previous
years, it’s time for an assessment.
At a time when the COVID-19 crisis continues
to hit Spain, Portugal and the entire world
hard, modular construction has proved to be
an excellent solution for providing emergency
structures in the health and education sectors.
Having installed over 5,000 m2 linked to COVID-19,
the crisis has represented a major milestone for
the Group and has allowed us to demonstrate
that we are also able to contribute to society and
be of use to our customers in difficult times.
The projects carried out in different countries
have allowed us to strengthen the relationship
with our regular customers and develop important
relationships with new ones. Normetal Group has
already carried out projects in over 40 countries,
and in 7 of these we keep a permanent presence
through our central offices and subsidiaries.
We continue to be a benchmark of modular
engineering and construction due to our product,
our service level and our ability to provide solutions.
We have brought a high degree of professionalism
to this method of construction by combining
engineering excellence with architecture and
new production processes that allow us to
guarantee quality and versatility at competitive
prices. we adapt to every need by contributing
with solutions for any type of building, whether,
whether temporary or permanent: base camps
and living facilities, offices, schools, hospitals,
health centres, homes, unique buildings, etc.

due to our good work. We continue to work on
new R&D projects that will allow us, now and in
the future, to provide solutions to new technical
challenges and reach an ever-greater level of
industrialization, while adapting to current and
future needs.
We would like to thank our customers, suppliers
and financial partners for the trust they have
placed in us, and we would especially like to
thank the entire Normetal Group team for their
dedication, enthusiasm and effort so that this
project can continue to grow day by day.
Ramon Vecino
Chairman, Normetal Group

We are very excited about the future, and even
though we are facing complicated times, we know
that our customers’ trust is strong, essentially
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02.
NORMETAL
AROUND THE WORLD
EUROPE
SPAIN
PORTUGAL
FRANCE
SWITZERLAND
GERMANY
MONACO
IRELAND
MALTA

LATIN AMERICA
COLOMBIA
PERU
MEXICO
PANAMA
CHILE
VENEZUELA
PARAGUAY

AFRICA
ALGERIA
MOROCCO
SENEGAL
IVORY COAST
CAMEROON
REPUBLIC OF
GUINEA-CONAKRY
MAURITANIA
BURKINA FASO
MALI
REPUBLIC OF GUINEA-BISSAU
REPUBLIC OF EQUATORIAL
GUINEA

Normetal Group has been a pioneering company
in industrialised modular engineering and
construction and a leader on the Iberian Peninsula
for 40 years, having carried out projects in over
40 countries of Europe, Africa and Latin America.
It has two central offices located in Madrid and
Lisbon and 5 consolidated subsidiaries in Europe
(France), Latin America (Peru and Colombia)
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GHANA
REPUBLIC OF BENIN
ANGOLA
MOZAMBIQUE
REPUBLIC OF CABO VERDE
ZAMBIA
CONGO
DRC
UGANDA
DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC
OF SAO TOMÉ AND
PRÍNCIPE

and Africa (Angola and Mozambique). It has
150 specialized professionals, a factory with a
surface area of 10,000 m2 located in Lousada
(Oporto) and production centres located in
Lisbon, Luanda and Bogotá that allow it to take
on major projects while guaranteeing delivery
deadlines and quality.
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03.
ARCHIVE
At Normetal Group, modular construction is not
merely understood to be a specific approach
to construction, but rather it is also a means to
achieve great success stories, of which we are
very proud. One such successful project was
completed four years ago. This is the case of
our most important work in Paris: a colossal and
unusual modular building with 6 floors (G+5) that
complies with all of the country's regulations and
technical requirements (RT 2005).
This bold project allowed Normetal to solidify
its position in Europe as one of the main
manufacturers and installers of temporary and/
or permanent modular buildings composed
of several floors and several thousand square
metres.

Project
information
Project: Modular building
Country: France
City: Paris
Date: March 2017
M2 constructed: 3.420
Assembly time: 60 days
Team: 20 people
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Our ability to comply with the standards and
specific technical regulations of every country
has attracted many companies from other
sectors and industries, including renewable
energy, mining and services, which require ready
solutions for use internationally.
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04.

SOLUTIONS FOR COVID-19

Normetal Group has contributed notably to
alleviating the consequences of the pandemic
through the construction of emergency
infrastructures for the health and education
sectors.

In relation to schools, we have contributed 2,400
m2 of urgent classroom expansions at 5 schools
in the Community of Madrid for the purpose
of guaranteeing social distancing of 1.5 metres
between students.

In 2020, the Group was awarded 4,600 m2 in 16
projects on the Iberian Peninsula to expand
hospitals and health centres. The projects
involve modular spaces of varying complexity,
ranging from doctors’ offices and waiting rooms
to emergency and treatment rooms for COVID-19
patients. All these installations require high
quality standards and compliance with all
regulations associated with health centres: CTE,
RITE, REBT, PCI and air filtration systems, among
others.

Within this context, we implemented a second
manufacturing shift to be able to handle all
our orders, to shorten delivery deadlines and
to provide the best possible service to our
customers.
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The entire team’s commitment has been and
continues to be decisive in Normetal Group’s
contribution to its customers within the context
of the pandemic.
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05.
PROJECTS

GIREF UTE
[Temporary Business Association]
(Ferrovial, FCC, Urbaser, Herbusa)

Spain
A project carried out by Normetal for Urbaser,
which operates this waste treatment plant in
Ibiza, as part of a consortium with FCC and
other local partners. Ca Na Putxa is a "design
and build" project totalling 960 m2, grouped into
three buildings with a high-quality finish and
highly varied functions.
The main building includes the offices of the
urban waste treatment plant of Ibiza and
Fomentera, the second building houses the
changing rooms for the plant’s staff, and the
third is the access control building to the plant
facilities. It represents a complete turnkey
project that complies fully with the Technical
Building Code.
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Project information
Project: Offices and changing rooms
Country: Spain
City: Santa Eulalia (Ibiza)
Date: December 2020
M2 constructed: 960
Assembly time: 8 weeks per building
(assembled sequentially)
Team: 50 people
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Community of Madrid
Spain
Normetal is one of a number of companies that
were engaged by the Community of Madrid
in September 2020 to expand classrooms,
in the context of the COVID-19 health crisis.
The project includes expansions at 5 schools,
totalling 2,400 m2, while complying with the
technical building code and providing finishes
tailored to each case and each specific setting.
The customer’s entire original project was
adapted to the modular construction system,
thereby guaranteeing urgent completion. The
first unit was delivered within a period of 10
days after the award. The following units were
delivered with deadlines of 8 weeks each.
The project took place at the following schools:
Héroes de 2 de mayo Elementary School,
Antonio Fraguas "Forges” Secondary School,
Jane Goodall Secondary School, Tempranales
Elementary School and Santo Domingo
Elementary School.

Project information
Project: Schools
Country: Spain
City: Madrid
Date: September 2020
M2 constructed: 2.400
Assembly time: 8 weeks per school
Team: 120 people
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Elecnor
Cameroon
This project involved building complete living
facilities for the long-term housing of the 350
people who will build the largest hydroelectric
plant in Cameroon (CH Nachtigal), developed
by Electricité de France (EDF Internacional), the
Republic of Cameroon and the International
Finance Corporation (IFC), valued at
approximately EUR 1,000 million. Elecnor is
working in consortium with General Electric.
This 420-MW hydroelectric power plant is located
on the Sanaga River, 65 km from the capital,
Yaoundé, and will lead to a 30% increase in
the country’s capacity. Moreover, it is a key
infrastructure of the National Development
Plan for the Cameroon electricity sector, which
is seeking to transform the country into an
emerging industrialized economy. The living
facilities, with a surface area of 5,500 m2, are
composed of homes for expatriates, homes for
locals, dining rooms, a laundry, offices, a gym, a
recreation room and an entrance gatehouse.

Project information
Project: Living facilities
Country: Cameroon
City: Nachtigal
Date: September 2020
M2 constructed: 5.500
Assembly time: 28 weeks
Team: 24 people
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Hospital
de Santo António
Portugal
Construction of a modular building for
COVID-19 patients, with a capacity of 42 beds
and including specific treatment units, doctors’
offices, nursing rooms and administrative
offices.
In addition to assembly of the building, all
complementary work was performed to integrate
the new building with the existing hospital,
including the installation of access ramps and
roofs for moving patients between buildings and
for ambulances. Likewise, in compliance with
the regulations applicable to health centres, the
project included the installation of a network of
medicinal gases, in addition to air conditioning
and air treatment systems.

Project information
Project: COVID-19 Emergency Centre
Hospital de Santo António - Oporto
Country: Portugal
City: Oporto
Date: October 2020
M2 constructed: 527
Assembly time: 6 weeks
Team: 6 people
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Elecnor
Ghana
The project was implemented at two
photovoltaic plants located in Lawra (6.5 MW)
and Kaleo (13 MW) in the Upper West of Ghana.
It consisted of 3 buildings for which three
different construction systems have been used:
CMF for the offices, modules for the gatehouse
and multi-nave for the materials warehouse.
The offices have high-quality interior and
exterior finishes, therefore using Armstrong type
false ceilings and cladding of ceramic materials,
both on the floors and the façade.
Ownership of the installation will be taken
over by the Volta River Authority (VRA), a
public Ghanaian company engaged in energy
production, which, in addition to operating the
plant, will make it available to students so that
technical universities in the northern regions can
conduct practical studies there.

Project information
Project: Offices and warehouse
Country: Ghana
City: Kaleo and Lawra
Date: September 2020
M2 constructed: 635
Assembly time: 7 weeks
Team: 8 people
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Power Electronics
Spain
Power Electronics, a company that specializes
in the development of equipment based on
advanced power electronics, engaged Normetal
to expand its facilities.
The project consisted of offices with 2 floors
at its Liria building in Valencia. The office
space includes open areas, meeting rooms and
individual offices. The main façade is composed
of safety glass to provide a panoramic view of
work at the plant, while at the same time subtly
integrating within the existing building.
The Normetal Group has extensive experience
in the industrial sector with installations such as
these: large office spaces occupying minimum
floor surface area, reaching up to 3 levels.

Project information
Project: Offices
Country: Spain
City: Liria (Valencia)
Date: June 2020
M2 constructed: 571
Assembly time: 8 weeks
Team: 3 people
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Sociedade
Mineira Catoca
Angola
A project for bedrooms implemented by Normetal
in the city of Saurimo, composed of 90 double
rooms with a private bath each.
A modular, 2-level building with a gabled roof
made of sandwich panel, in addition to reinforced
thermal insulation on the façade using 80-mm
panel.

Project information
Project: Living facilities
Country: Angola
City: Saurimo
Date: February de 2019
M2 constructed: 2.408
Assembly time: 17 weeks
Team: 8 people
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Vinci Group
France
The Vinci Group, through its subsidiary, CBI,
engaged Normetal to build an office building
where the company RATP (Régie Autonome
des Transports Parisiens) could manage the
shipping and receiving of logistics materials for
the maintenance of its trains.
The complex is composed of 16 modules of two
floors totalling 234 m2. The building complies with
RT 2012 thermal regulations and has Trapezatype exterior.
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Project information
Project: Offices
Country: France
City: Sucy-en-Brie
Date: June 2020
M2 constructed: 234
Assembly time: 4 weeks
Team: 4 people
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Madrid Football Federation
Spain
This project involved the construction of temporary
offices of the Madrid Football Federation.
There are two buildings composed of a main
building for offices, including meeting rooms,
individual offices and services, in addition to an
annex building for the cafeteria. It has a ventilated
façade of wire mesh on which the Federation’s
logo is printed.

Project information
Project: Offices
Country: Spain
City: Madrid
Date: February 2019
M2 constructed: 854
Assembly time: 8 weeks
Team: 9 people

The sports sector is key for the Normetal Group, for
which it has installed numerous projects related to
changing rooms, gyms and stands in recent years.
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Câmara Municipal
de Sintra
Portugal
Expansion of the Visconde Juromenha primary
school in Sintra.
A modular building composed of 8 classrooms,
offices and toilets. It includes PCI REI60 fire
resistance according to fire protection regulations
and “B” energy efficiency, with a gabled roof. It
has a concrete floor, imitation wood vinyl in the
classrooms and offices and a ceramic floor in the
toilets. The windows are PVC and double-glazed.

Project information
Project: Classrooms
Country: Portugal
City: Sintra
Date: May 2019
M2 constructed: 694
Assembly time: 15 weeks
Team: 6 people
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SH consortium
Colombia

Mar 1 consortium
Colombia

With this project, Normetal Colombia consolidated
its activity in the country and reinforced its
presence in Latin America.

The Mar 1 Motorway is one of the concession
projects of the Fourth Generation road
infrastructure programme of the National
Government of Colombia. The Project involves
the execution of 176 km of motorway located in
the Province of Antioquia, Colombia.

The project involved the installation of 3 modular
buildings for residential use, consisting of two
floors totalling over 2,000 m2, plus a cafeteria
for the construction and concession project
of the Pasto-Rumichaca motorway, under
Colombia’s Fourth Generation road infrastructure
programme. The living facilities include a gym,
an infirmary and a warehouse, among other
buildings. This award meets the strategic
objectives established by the Normetal Group
to strengthen its construction business in Latin
America, thereby increasing its market share and
the ability to take on major projects. All of this has
allowed the group to become an international
benchmark in the sectors and countries in which
it operates.

Project information
Project: Living facilities
Country: Colombia
City: Tangua (Nariño)
Date: January 2019
M2 constructed: 2.105
Assembly time: 14 weeks
Team: 20 people
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Normetal carried out the design, construction
and installation of the toll stations for the project.
Once completed, the project will improve mobility
and competitiveness between the city of Medellín
and the country’s main roadway concessions,
consequently connecting it with the main centres
of commercial trade, such as the Caribbean
coast (Urabá Antioqueño) and the Pacific coast
(Buenaventura).

Project information
Project: Toll booths
Country: Colombia
City: Santa Fé de Antioquia
Date: May 2019
M2 constructed: 16 m2 (4 m2/unit)
Assembly time: 3 weeks
Team: 6 people
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El Bercial
Spain
Installation of complete changing rooms for the
El Bercial sports complex in Getafe (Madrid).
These installations are designed and built in
compliance with regulations in force, taking
into account all chapters of the CTE (Technical
Building Code) (including accessibility, fire
resistance, thermal envelope, etc.).
They were executed using materials of the highest
quality. The exterior finish is smooth sandwich
panel executed such that the entire metal
structure is concealed, thereby achieving the
visual effect of integration with the surrounding
buildings, while allowing vinyl cladding to be
added to the façade in the future. The interior
cladding is made of drywall in dry zones, tiles on
floors and walls in wet zones, Armstrong-type
false ceilings and a concrete slab to increase the
strength of the floor.

Project information
Project: Changing rooms
Country: Spain
City: Getafe (Madrid)
Date: August 2020
M2 constructed: 423
Assembly time: 12 weeks
Team: 18 people
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Câmara Municipal
de Loures
Portugal
Modular building for the expansion of the primary
school in Camarote.
Composed of four classrooms, a teachers’ room,
an administration room, a security room, a dining
room and toilets.
A curved, metal roof with 30-mm thick
polycarbonate.
An exterior floor with Viroc panel, including
adjustable pedestals for a height of up to 250 mm.

Project information
Project: Classrooms
Country: Portugal
City: Loures
Date: February 2020
M2 constructed: 581
Assembly time: 4 weeks
Team: 6 people
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Hospital de Vila Real
Portugal
Expansion of the São Pedro de Vila Real Hospital
through the construction of a building to house
all the medical specialities for the treatment of
COVID-19 patients.
It is composed of 25 modules that include 24
wards, 2 waiting rooms, nursing stations, doctors’
offices and technical areas.

Project information
Project: COVID-19 Emergency Centre
Hospital de São Pedro de Vila Real
Country: Portugal
City: Vila Real
Date: September 2020
M2 constructed: 584
Assembly time: 8 weeks
Team: 6 people
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06.
CERTIFIED AND
SUSTAINABLE
CONSTRUCTION
In-house manufacturing: a surface area of
10,000 m2 and an annual production capacity
of 300,000 m2.
A factory in Lousada (Oporto) and production
centres in Lisbon, Luanda and Bogotá.
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Grupo

AGENDA

2030

Normetal subscribes to the commitments of the
2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development and
regards
its
social
and
environmental
sustainability responsibilities. The Sustainable
Development Goals on which we focus are the
following:
- SDG 3 - Good Health and Well-being
- SDG 4 - Quality Education
- SDG 7 - Affordable and Clean Energy
- SDG 9 - Industry, Innovation and Infrastructure
- SDG 17 - Partnerships for the Goals

The audit of our Integrated Management System
(quality, environment and safety) conducted by
SGS resulted in a certification of conformity
with the following standards:
- Quality: ISO 9001
- Environment: ISO 14001
- Occupational Health and Safety:
OHSAS 18001
Certification of the Integrated Management
System according to relevant standards
demonstrates Normetal’s commitment to
efficiency and to the satisfaction of its workers
and customers, while at the same time improving
its image.
We should highlight that the participation and
determination of everyone across the entire
organisation was necessary for the success of
this certification.
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SME leader
in 2020
In 2020, the IAPMEI once again conferred the status of SME leader
to the company.
The status of SME Leader is a seal of good repute created by the
IAPMEI (Institute for the Support of Small and Medium Enterprises
and for Innovation) to highlight the achievements of national
SMEs that have obtained excellent results. It is conferred in
cooperation with Tourism of Portugal and a group of associated
banks and is based on the best ratings and on economic-financial
indicators.
Another reason for the Normetal Group to be proud, strengthening
its position as a benchmark throughout the nation.
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07.
SOCIAL				
RESPONSIBILITY
Normetal continues to support for
the 11-man football team, Asociación
“Os Pienses” ACR.
Normetal Group’s commitment to society finds
expression in specific actions. Normetal carries
out initiatives in Spain and Portugal, acting mainly
in the sports area. We identify with the values
conveyed through sports, such as teamwork and
overcoming obstacles. At the same time, it makes
perfect sense that our activity supports a local
institution, which is doing an excellent job for and
with the population.
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08.
WE ARE
NORMETAL
We now take a moment to recall all the members
of the Normetal family who have been affected
by Covid-19. The pandemic has prevented
Normetal’s regular Christmas get-together. We
therefore provide a recap of the photos of the
2019 celebrations in Spain and Portugal.
These annual meetings are times when the
Normetal family celebrates the company’s
most important values, thereby highlighting
the importance of teamwork and acknowledging
everything that we have achieved together.
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Within a competitive and dynamic socioeconomic context, human capital is a decisive
factor of success for a company such as Normetal,
which aims to respond to the needs of society
and establish itself as a corporate benchmark
in its sector.
Aware of our team’s impact on the company’s
success and knowing that motivation is essential
for workers to perform well, Normetal is committed
to satisfying the expectations of the people on its
team, therefore paying special attention to their
well-being and their personal and professional
development. In this regard, our HR management
respects the following fundamental principles:
- Applying the HR policy.
- Fostering the personal and professional 		
development of all workers.
- Promoting ethical and cultural values and
principles.
- Guaranteeing strict compliance with labour
legislation and internal regulations.
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